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OVERVIEW

4-bedroom duplex apartment with a terrace and
communal garden and pool, for sale in a quiet area close
to the centre of Esplugues.

This beautiful duplex apartment, measuring around 174 m², is located in a residential
complex with communal areas, which include a magnificent garden with a swimming
pool, playground and football court. A quiet but very well connected area, it is just a
few steps from the centre of Esplugues with a wide range of services in reach.

Before entering the apartment, we find a practical storage room to the left. Once
inside, there is a hallway with a guest toilet on the left and the kitchen on the right.
The kitchen is fully equipped and has an enclosed space where the utility area is
located. The spacious living room opens onto a terrace with beautiful views across
the communal areas.

The first floor consists of 3 bedrooms that share a bathroom with a bathtub, and the
master bedroom and private bathroom with a spa bath. In the basement of the
building there is 1 parking space for a car and another for a motorbike plus a storage
room. The property also has heating.

Given its proximity to international schools, this property would make an ideal family
home. Contact us to arrange a visit.

lucasfox.com/go/gav15494

Terrace, Swimming pool, Private garage,
Concierge service, Wooden flooring,
Natural light, Parking, Transport nearby,
Storage room, Near international schools,
Heating, Exterior, Alarm, Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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